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Introduction

“Th is is not for the faint of heart.”
— Madeleine Lévesque, executive vice president of content development, 

9 Story Entertainment

I’m sitting here typing away in my underwear contemplating the reader-
ship of this book. Why underwear? Well, I’d like this to be an intimate 
read, and it just so happens to be a humid New York summer day. As 
for subjects, I don’t think I could have chosen a more difficult one. I was 
recently chatting with my friend, veteran development executive Linda 
Simensky, telling her a curious story in which, for a moment, it looked 
like my hard-won (now, there’s an understatement) development deal had 
been squashed. Her reaction both horrified and comforted me: “I don’t 
know how anything gets made,” she said. 

Pages from my journal logging two months of pitch meetings from spring 
2006. Luckily, they don’t award pitches based on ability to stay in the lines.
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storyteller. Like a series of artist’s sketchbooks, pitches also show the 
creator’s development over time.

Along with the anger out there, there are scores of tales of why some 
animation artists or writers will never pitch shows again. Sometimes it 
takes only one negative event for them to talk themselves out of pitching 
forever. Th ese are the animation development world’s Miss Havishams. 
Broken-hearted and jilted to the core, they spread their gospel of “Why 
bother?” all over the Internet. In truth, most of these folks have a valid 
story to tell. I don’t even mind their decisions to never pitch again, but 
that’s like vowing never to walk again each time we stub a toe (Never Walk 
Again could make a snappy James Bond movie title). I suspect that if all it 
takes is one bad experience to convince you to stop chasing your dream, 
then that says more about your level of sincerity than it does about the 
flawed world of development. 

I’ve chugged on, in part because pitching was never part of my plan 
for earning a living. I happen to earn my living happily toiling away in 
the animation industry. We animation artists wear many hats over the 
course of a typical career. In my career I’ve tackled character design, 
storyboards, layout, animation, and directing. Most importantly, I’ve 
made it a point to channel what I’ve learned into personal independent 
films. I find time spent on these films intoxicating. Here was a vehicle 
that let me play at being an animator, designer, writer, director, and 
producer long before anyone paid me commercially for those skills. In 
turn, the independent films served my career, eventually helping to land 
me my current job as a TV cartoon director of six series to date. Making 
time to write and develop pitch projects is something I do without 
having to depend on its success. Cartoon Network’s Codename: Kids Next 
Door creator Tom Warburton agrees, saying, “Keep your day job. It never 
happens overnight.” 

My dad helped design this logo for my first 
animation pitch to secure a development deal. 
Th anks, Dad!
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In the world of development, slow and steady sometimes wins the 
race. While I spent ten years pitching without success, my otherwise 
blossoming career was busy enhancing my desirability as a creator. Th is is 
good news because, in reality, networks buy creators, not ideas. Heather 
Kenyon adds, “We are really looking for creators who are show runners; 
[people] who can take their experience and build a team that can put their 
vision on the screen. I suggest people get a job in the industry and start 
working their way up. Experience on every show comes into play when 
someone gets their own show. While working in the industry, you can 
learn how you want to run your show and maybe learn the things that 
other people did that you wouldn’t want to repeat!”

 Can you emerge from outside the industry and sell your show idea? 
Th e answer is yes, but in this scenario the creator usually fully executes 
his idea to a finished film, which might become tremendously popular 
aft er being posted online. Th is may get the attention of network execu-
tives seeking to parlay such success onto their channels. As this book 

Th e front of a postcard heralding my independent film Good Morning, a 
collaboration with composer Bob Charde. Independent films are exercises in 
total freedom, while at the same time off ering commercial results. Th is film 
not only won awards at more than twelve festivals, but also led to two jobs 
and a continuing relationship with National Geographic Kids Entertainment.
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In the independent films model, creators (working over a period of 
years or even a lifetime) have the opportunity to nurture their creative 
sensibilities via their art: independent films. Independent films are free of 
network tampering, the fickleness of fads, and the potentially lethal power 
of focus-group testing or bad ratings. Independent animator Breehn 
Burns summed it up well in a quote from my last book: “Pitches and pilots 
amounted to hours and months and years of my work sitting on some 
executive’s desk somewhere with a sticky note on top reading, ‘maybe.’ So 
instead of making pitches I make short films.”

Fair enough, but does time spent making independent films best 
prepare a creator for creating, developing, and selling an idea to any 
given network that caters to a specialized segment of the viewing audi-
ence? Seems to me the answer would have a lot to do with the type of 
independent films the creator is drawn to make. For pure artistic and 
nuts-and-bolts filmic knowledge, little can beat the creative laboratory of 
making your own personal films. To do so is an exercise in total freedom, 
limited only by your time, imagination, talent, and available resources. 
Th ese films make great breeding grounds for your voice as a director and 
a storyteller. Independent films run the gamut, from experimental works 
à la Oscar Fischinger to the more entertainment-based shorts of Bill 
Plympton and Don Hertzfeldt.

In the latter category, it would be hard to imagine two filmmakers 

A still from Patrick Smith’s award-winning fi lm, Puppet. Image courtesy of 
the artist.
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more at home right where they are; these two are masters of one-shot 
humorous films that draw their creative mojo from concepts or situa-
tions as opposed to those inspired by or from character. Interestingly 
enough, animation artists making independent films are more oft en 
better prepared for directing animated TV commercials than for helming 
their own series. Although it may seem like the words “independent” and 
“commercial” don’t go together, in this case, they happily do. Great indie 
films are oft en short and graphically pleasing. Is it any wonder that these 
films would attract the attention of Madison Avenue? One merely has to 
look at Ron Diamond’s stable of Acme Filmworks commercial directors to 
see that most of them are top indie filmmakers such as Patrick Smith, Bill 
Plympton, Wendy Tilby, Amanda Forbis, Joanna Quinn, Paul Driessen, 
Chris Hinton, Janet Perlman, Frank and Caroline Mouriss, and Michael 
Duduk Dewitt (among many, many others).

However, there have also been independent filmmakers such as Matt 
Stone and Trey Parker (South Park), and Mike Judge (Beavis & Butt-Head) 
whose indie creations are entertaining short films that derive their own 

A sample of Xeth Feinberg’s 
online comic strip Th e 
Uncomfortable Circle, which 
displays the same signature 
wit as his animation work. 
Image courtesy of the artist.
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develop memorable characters. Remember that even Homer Simpson 
started out aping the antics and voice of actor Walter Matthau before 
coming into his own yellow skin.

Other creators develop stories by performing non-linear thinking 
exercises (like pulling words out of a hat and writing a situation inspired 
by the word). Th is is one method favored by Stephen Hillenburg, creator 
of SpongeBob SquarePants (Nickelodeon). Hillenburg says, “Ultimately 
the ideas that stick are the ones that consistently make everyone laugh.” 
Th ere’s no one set magic formula to creating winning characters. 
Sometimes, even a trip to the museum could prove inspiring in unfore-
seen ways. Hillenburg shares, “I was at this museum once that had a room 
full of cartoony Mike Kelley drawings that were all really bizarre. A group 
of elementary kids led by a museum docent entered the room and got re-
ally excited about the drawings. A few were examining this depiction of, I 
think, Abe Lincoln with brain waves and others were pointing at this one 
drawing of a goose biting a little boy on the penis. Th e docent was clearly 
uncomfortable and quickly ushered them out of the room (against their 

Jim Jinkins’s series Pinky Dinky Doo was inspired by the creator’s family 
interactions. Copyright 2008, Cartoon Pizza and Sesame Workshop.
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Character show art created for the author’s pitch Th ere’s Something About 
Gregory, co-created with Debbie Staab and developed by Allan Neuwirth. 
Th e character poses, drawn by artist Matt Peters, show a range of expression 
and attitudes, revealing this character’s personality based on art alone. 
Image courtesy of the author.
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shorts for a living. I was in for a shock when my next pitch idea wasn’t 
picked up and Frederator executive, Eric Homan, advised me to take a job 
on someone else’s series and begin again from bottom up.”

Kirwan took that advice, perhaps out of necessity more than anything 
else. He restarted his career working as a prop designer and climbed 
up the ranks to become one of the top art directors/designers working 
in animation today, showcasing his mature style on such projects as 
Rob Renzetti’s My Life as a Teenage Robot (Nickelodeon/Frederator). 
Certainly, when Kirwan chooses to re-enter the pitching arena he will 
not be the same creator he was twelve years ago. He’ll carry with him 
years of seasoned experience working for others in this most collabora-
tive of the arts.

Since Kirwan’s career began, there are now more homegrown would-
be creators out there than ever. Aff ordable and user-friendly animation 
soft ware, such as Adobe’s Aft erEff ects and Flash, has unleashed these 
living room Hanna-Barberas on an unsuspecting nation. As president of 
ASIFA-East, I’ve seen a new wave of young filmmakers making their pres-
ence known while still in high school. Th is generation, frequent portfolio 
bloggers and festival attendees, is growing up creatively in public perhaps 
as never before in this industry’s history. But should they be pitching at 

An Alex Kirwan–designed character rotation from Cartoon Network’s Time 
Squad. Time Squad, its logo, and all related characters and elements are 
trademarks of and © 2008 Th e Cartoon Network.
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something. Th us a series was signed, sealed, and soon delivered, com-
pletely bypassing the rigorous development track that other creators are 
left  to navigate. On the bright side, the multi-season series order created 
employment for a lot of people. Development stories like this one are not 
reasons to give up. It would be naïve to think that all projects are carefully 
selected by merit and that all creators are welcomed equally.

In another example, Cartoon Network’s Adult Swim series Assy McGee 
was greenlighted aft er its co-creator, Carl W. Adams, showed a one-min-
ute test film of the project to Mike Lazzo (senior executive vice president 
in charge of Adult Swim). “Great. Give us twenty of these,” was Lazzo’s 
response. Adams was temporarily dumbstruck. He had neither bible nor 
concrete plan for additional episodes. Th e strength of the test film and 
Adam’s ample experience as a key creative on such series as Cartoon 
Network’s Home Movies were enough to warrant a pick up. Subsequently, 
Assy McGee proved itself to be worthy of a series, quickly earning a cult 
following and a high-profile sponsor, and eventually employing this 
author as animation director.

A still from an episode I directed of Cartoon Network’s Adult Swim 
series, Assy McGee. Th is unconventional series has a surprising amount of 
spontaneity, depth, and character development. And I’m not just kissing 
ass here. Assy McGee, its logo, and all related characters and elements are 
trademarks of and © 2008 Th e Cartoon Network.
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Th ere are lots of nontraditional success stories out there. One that 
comes to mind is how Fran Krause’s killer Rhode Island School of Design 
student film, Mr. Smile, caught the attention of then–Cartoon Network 
development executive Linda Simensky. Th e two first met at an anima-
tion festival in Sweden, and soon Fran was invited to pitch to Cartoon 
Network. At the time, I was working with Fran on Blue’s Clues (Nick, Jr.). 
I’ll never forget the day that Fran told us he’d be leaving to make his own 
pilot, with co-creator Will Krause, for Cartoon Network. He was not even 
a year out of school! In Fran’s development story, his student film became 
his most important pitch element, helping to pave the way for his early 
pitching success. Subsequently, Fran and Will Krause went on to score 
two more development deals with Cartoon Network over the next five 
years, culminating in a second pilot, which may lead to a series.

Th e three success stories show the importance of building reputations 
and forging relationships, which factor into every development success 
story I can think of. Reputation and relationships are intertwined because 
both come from one’s work history: the projects one has worked on, one’s 

Still from Fran Krause’s RISD thesis film, Mr. Smile (1999), which not 
only scored success at film festivals around the globe, but also led to three 
development deals and two pilots at Cartoon Network. Is it too late for me 
to enroll at RISD? Image courtesy of the artist.
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Page one of the initial two-sheet for Hard to Swallow, my pitch with Dale 
Clowdis. Note the series synopsis and character descriptions. While this 
proved enough to interest Cartoon Network in seeing more, the lackluster 
artwork and overall dull presentation in this two-sheet couldn’t have helped 
our case. One should make a two-sheet as fun a document as possible so 
that it may best reflect the tone of the show being pitched.
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Th e second page of the Hard to Swallow two-sheet pitch. It was a mistake 
to try to depict each sample plot in one sentence, even in a format as 
abbreviated as a two-sheet. Th e layout of the world is clear, but it’s not 
unique or indicative of a creator’s point of view. Every element, whether 
written or drawn, should appear as if it could have only come from the 
creator’s vision.
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characters themselves. Th is method is very direct and I can see why it 
appeals to Frederator, which (with its order of thirty-nine cartoons) was 
in the business of making shorts, not series. Frederator creator Manny 
Galan adds, “Frederator was the first company that didn’t want any of 
that stereotypical pitch book stuff . Th ey wanted a storyboard depicting an 
entire seven-minute story. Unconventional and overwhelming, but smart 
and eff ective. Nothing will sell your cartoon better than an actual board 
depicting your cartoon.”

True enough words for development at Frederator, but the fact 
remains that the pitch bible is the pitch document of choice just about 
everywhere else. A good pitch bible contains lots of splashy show art (eye 
candy); succinct, fun-to-read descriptions of the characters, the world, 
and the rules of the world; and some episode synopses. I created a half-
dozen storyboard pitches during a year of pitching and re-pitching to 
Frederator. It was a very rewarding experience creatively but, ultimately, 
storyboards alone are just not very useful tools when pitching anywhere 
else. Only aft er I scrapped my storyboard pitches and started over with 
traditional pitch bibles did I score my first development deal.

Love it or hate it, the pitch bible is the industry standard pitching 
format. In fact, the pitch bible can be such a powerful tool that it could 
actually sell your project without you ever having pitched in person. My 

A promotional image of Carl H. 
Greenblatt’s Chowder, showing the 
character having a real gas of a time. 
Chowder, its logo, and all related 
characters and elements are trademarks 
of and © 2008 Th e Cartoon Network.
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A storyboard page drawn by Matt Peters for my pitch created with Debbie 
Staab and developed by Allan Neuwirth. We’ve since written a full-fledged 
pitch bible for this project.
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first deal resulted from a pitch bible 
I e-mailed to a network executive. I 
hadn’t even printed it out! Cartoon 
Network’s Codename: Kids Next 
Door and Th e Venture Bros. were 
similarly pitched, via overnight mail.

Anatomy of a Pitch Bible

“Your bible is a book. Be 
very aware of page turns, 
composition, balance, color, 
and readability. Oh, and be 
damn funny.”

—Mo Willems, creator of Sheep in the 
Big City (Cartoon Network)

Th e nice thing about a two-sheet 
pitch proposal is that the length 
is predetermined: two sheets. Th e 
two-sheet’s bigger cousin, the pitch 
bible, is harder to pin down. Just 
how long should it be? Development 
executive Peter Gal answers, “Long 
enough to sell the key characters, 
explain the main elements of the 
world and concept, and quickly 
convey some story premises.” Doug 
TenNapel, creator of Earthworm Jim and Catscratch, reveals, “Every time 
I make too big of a bible, it just complicates the pitch, and that is the evil 
enemy of selling shows. So I’ve been working to strip my bibles down to 
usable, concise, powerful, truth statements about the show. It doesn’t take 
much, and if your pitch requires a long bible, I’d be suspect of what you’re 
pitching.” So, a good rule of thumb might be to stick within the range 
of four to eight pages. Peter Gal suggests that length of the bible doesn’t 
really matter, only content. “Th ere are no hard-and-fast rules. Just show us 
your show!” he says.
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A sample character line-up page from Mo Willems’s pitch bible for Cartoon 
Network’s Sheep in the Big City. Note the uncluttered and playful page 
design. As Mo says, “Your bible is a book.” Sheep in the Big City, its logo, 
and all related characters and elements are trademarks of and © 2008 Th e 
Cartoon Network.
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Series Log Line

“For me it all comes down to simplicity. Do you have a nice, 
clear, and most importantly, interesting premise that can be 
explained in one or two sentences?”

—Tom Warburton, creator of Codename: Kids Next Door (Cartoon Network)

Much like the two-sheet, the pitch bible should begin with a one-sentence 
series log line. I find it useful to think of familiar shows and practice 
writing log lines for them before you try to whittle your opus down 
to a sentence. A one-sentence log line for one of my favorite situation 
comedies, Th e Odd Couple, might read like this: “Can two divorced men 
share an apartment without driving each other crazy?” Note that the log 

Th e cover designed by my dad and me for the pitch I created with Debbie 
Staab, which was developed by Allan Neuwirth. A pitch bible cover should 
not only be attractive but should also set the tone for the show inside. We 
used a backwards “R” to match the show’s Eastern European theme.
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Character page from Tom Warburton’s pitch bible for Codename: Kids 
Next Door, boasting short and punchy descriptions of Numbuh Th ree. 
Codename: Kids Next Door, its logo, and all related characters and elements 
are trademarks of and © 2008 Th e Cartoon Network.
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Warburton gives us more prose about Numbuh Th ree in another page from 
his pitch bible. What? No mention of Rainbow Monkeys? Codename: Kids 
Next Door, its logo, and all related characters and elements are trademarks 
of and © 2008 Th e Cartoon Network.
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A character page from Fran and Will Krause’s pitch for Th e Upstate Four. 
Th e pose is a lot of fun, but most experts agree to stay away from walls 
of text. Happily, a pitch bible doesn’t have to be perfect, and the Krauses 
scored a pilot based on their considerable talents. Th e Upstate Four, its logo, 
and all related characters and elements are trademarks of and © 2008 Th e 
Cartoon Network.
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• Squidward asks for the paper back, but SpongeBob can’t comply 
because to do so would be to break his promise.

• Squidward finally trades all his earthly possessions, including the very 
shirt on his back, to get the paper back. Finally tempted beyond the 
breaking point, SpongeBob agrees to the trade.

• Much too late, Squidward finally realizes his folly—he’s traded away 
everything he owns for a useless scrap of paper, which, it turns out, the 
squid is not equipped to do anything with.

To better appreciate the storyline above, let’s quickly recap 
SpongeBob’s personality. Th e little yellow square dude is an innocent, 
loud, creative, man-child who sees the world through a pair of over-eager 

He’s little, he’s yellow, he’s diff erent . . . he’s 
SpongeBob SquarePants! Copyright 2008, 
Viacom International, Inc. All rights reserved.

eyes. His long-suff ering neighbor is his polar opposite. Squidward is 
refined, adult, cranky, stiff , and unimaginative.

SpongeBob SquarePants creator Stephen Hillenburg explains that the 
humor should always come from character, and the characters can be 
built upon with silly concepts: “SpongeBob and Patrick both have candy 
bars. Patrick is so stupid that he forgets that he has just eaten his and 
believes the one SpongeBob holds was his. SpongeBob is now a thief.”

It’s important to note that a character-based plot created for use on 
SpongeBob would not be something that could also be used for Codename: 
Kids Next Door, for instance. Codename: Kids Next Door’s stories are 
driven by its own characters’ particular idiosyncrasies. None of this means 
that plot ideas have to be wholly original. All that is required is that plots 
come from character and reveal more information about the characters as 
it throws them into conflict. A simple question you might ask yourself is: 
Does my plot spring from character?
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Manny Galan’s pitch book 
extra, a comic book that 
brought his project to life 
in active form and helped 
score him a development 
deal. Image courtesy of 
the artist.

pitch element, the shorter the better. Do not exceed more than one or 
two minutes. As for content, choose a self-contained bit of business that 
reveals the main character’s personality and conflict.

Other pitch bible extras might include original songs, recordings of 
a character’s voice, and maybe a lock of your hair. Okay, that last one 
is a joke. Any extras you include should further the understanding of 
your pitch. Again, if your extras are not better than what a development 
executive might imagine in his or her own head, then don’t show them! 
Additionally, pitch extras should never be the emphasis or main point of 
a pitch. Peter Gal explains, “I would much rather have the creator take the 
time they would have spent on that presentation and spend it thinking 
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pilot script that had been part of the original pitch elements. Imagine my 
shock, a few months later, to be sitting in a dentist’s waiting room where I 
saw a very similar script appear on a network preschool show. Obviously, 
the show’s script would have been at least a year old if it had just hit 
television. Th at would make it a little older than my first typed draft . As 
the cliché goes, there’s nothing new under the sun.

Art from my pitch, Fiona Finds Out. Th is project shared key traits with one 
project already in development at one network and had a script similar to 
an episode of another series. Such coincidences are frequent in the world of 
development and should not be misconstrued as rip-off s.
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me and negotiate all the points of the deal. Working with him was educa-
tional. He had limitless patience while fielding my many questions, and 
always took the time to make sure I understood every important detail in 
the contracts. In the end, my attorney was able to increase all the creator 
fees, ensure my continued attachment to the project, and even build in a 
clause that guaranteed payment for certain services if the network decided 
to abandon my project or to move forward without me and have some-
one other than me render those services. A short time later, this clause 
required the network to pay me for full design services even though by 
that time they’d pulled the plug on the project. As an added benefit, that 
particular sum ended up covering the legal costs on the whole develop-
ment deal. If I had represented myself, I would have never even known 
that such a point of negotiation existed.

Another important reason to not represent yourself in the negotia-
tion process is the importance of preserving good relationships with the 
development executives, their networks, and their attorneys. Rob Marcus 

Bill Plympton, the author, and John Andrews enjoy drinks during a break 
at the Platform International Animation Festival. Festivals off er lots of 
opportunities for networking, which can be very handy to creators and 
network executives alike. Photo credit by Biljana Labovic.
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Finding a Lawyer

Since enlisting a lawyer is a result of need, it’s doubtful that you’ll know 
one before you need one. However, anyone working in the animation 
industry on another creator’s show knows someone who can recommend 
a good entertainment lawyer with experience in animation.

You might also encounter an attorney by attending industry panels and 
events. As ASIFA-East president, I hosted an event with then–Cartoon 
Network development executive Heather Kenyon, where an unfamiliar 
voice in the audience kept asking especially savvy legal questions.

Aft er the event, I learned that the voice belonged to entertainment 
attorney Robert Marcus, who had accompanied his client, my friend 
Xeth Feinberg, to the event. I subsequently learned that Marcus had also 
represented other New York–based creators, such as Fran and Will Krause 
and John R. Dilworth. He had been instrumental in negotiating on behalf 
of J. J. Sedelmaier’s animation studio during the first season of Beavis & 
Butt-Head in addition to representing my friend Melanie Grisanti in her 
first deal working in animation as a producer on Jim Jinkins’s series Doug. 
Needless to say, Marcus knew animation deals. I kept him in the back of 
my mind, and two months later he was my attorney, representing me on 
my option-and-services deal with a cable television network.

It’s hammer time! A still from Xeth Feinberg’s zany (or should I say, “xany”) 
indie Web toon series, Papu, which is written, produced, and distributed by 
the artist. Image courtesy of the artist.
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relationship. A second meeting can be the one where you schedule a 
formal pitch, but never lose sight of the fact that each encounter, formal 
or informal, can help build a mutually beneficial relationship between 
you and the development executive. Some of my favorite people in the 
animation industry are development executives who have never green-
lighted one of my projects. But the future is wide open with possibilities.

Another great way to meet development executives outside of a pitch 
meeting is to attend international animation festivals, such as Ottawa and 
Annecy, where there is always a strong network development presence. In 
a festival setting, everyone is there to schmooze, relax, and party. It’s the 
perfect social atmosphere to make new contacts. Aft er that, you can find 
gentle ways to stay in touch during the year without risking a restraining 
order. For more on this subject, see the chapter on networking in my book 
Your Career in Animation: How to Survive and Th rive. At festivals, do not 
attempt to pitch a project unless you’ve made an official appointment to 
do so. Mostly, these encounters should just be the foundation for building 

New York–area animation folks connect at the Platform International 
Animation Festival. Pictured left  to right, starting with the back row, are 
Bill Plympton, Patrick Smith, Amid Amidi, the author, and Lisa LaBracio. 
Now, if I can just figure out who took my wallet. Photo from the author’s 
collection.
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thing. On the contrary, it actually adds to the collaborative 
process and makes the client feel involved.”

—Butch Hartman, creator of Th e Fairly OddParents and Danny Phantom 
(Nickelodeon)

One of my favorite pitch experiences was pitching to Heather Kenyon and 
Alex Manugian during their time at Cartoon Network in Los Angeles. 
Th ey are both a lot of fun to chat with, and we’ve enjoyed many times 
together at festivals around the world. Th e meeting went very well. I 
knew my project and was able to pitch it very naturally. Th en, to my 
surprise, Heather and Alex asked a couple of questions on an area I had 
completely forgotten to talk about. My co-creator, Deborah M. Staab, and 

Butch Hartman’s Th e Fairly OddParents (Frederator/Nickelodeon). 
Hartman is one of the rare breed of creator with more than one series to his 
name. Copyright 2008, Viacom International, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Left : Th e pitch bible cover 
from Fran and Will Krause’s 
Gravy Train, which led to a 
pilot called Th e Upstate Four. 
Lots of redevelopment occurs 
in a typical development deal, 
and a lot more can change 
than the name. Th e Upstate 
Four, its logo, and all related 
characters and elements are 
trademarks of and © 2008 Th e 
Cartoon Network.

Below: Show art from my pitch 
Fiona Finds Out.
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Tom Warburton’s series synopsis page from his pitch bible for Cartoon 
Network’s Codename: Kids Next Door. I love the iconic characters on the 
left  margin, which also help demonstrate the creator’s mastery of numbers. 
Codename: Kids Next Door, its logo, and all related characters and elements 
are trademarks of and © 2008 Th e Cartoon Network.
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Each series pitch is unique, so each creator should figure out how 
pitch extras will best work in his or her pitch meeting. One rule is that 
the pitch extras should not be more interesting than the show itself. Use 
pitch extras to support the pitch, communicate a key aspect of the show, 
and help generate additional enthusiasm. You don’t want to risk being 
gimmicky in your presentation. Th at could take away from the substance 
of your proposal and your credibility as a creator.

Pitching Buffet-Style at Industry Events

Newcomers to the world of pitching oft en find their best bet is to travel to 
annual industry events such as San Diego’s Comic-Con, New York City’s 
KidScreen Summit, Ottawa’s Television Animation Conference (TAC), 
and France’s MIPCOM. Despite the heavy price tag of airfare, hotel, and 
event admission, each of these events features designated pitch times 
where creators and executives sit down one-on-one for rounds of speed 
pitching that might last as long as fift een minutes per meeting. Before you 
get too excited, consider this cautionary tale: A friend of mine who was 
an assistant to a well-known development executive at a top network told 
me that at the end of the event, the executive dumped all the pitches and 
business cards he accrued from the various creators right into the trash. 
Th ere is a feeling among some development executives that they aren’t 

It’s a bird! It’s a plane! It’s Butch Hartman! 
With two series already to his name, it 
seems only kryptonite can stop him now.
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going to find series gold by sitting down to round aft er round of speed 
pitches open to the general public. Feeding this flame (or fantasy) is the 
rare outsider project, such as Baby Einstein (created by wife-and-husband 
team Julie Aigner-Clark and Bill Clark at their home in suburban 
Denver), which broke through to the big time, eventually transformed by 
Playhouse Disney into the hit TV series Little Einsteins.

For development executives, attending such events is more obligation 
than inspiration. Th e real opportunity it aff ords them is the chance to 
mingle, network, and conduct business with their own kind. Still, for 
the creator, any opportunity to pitch is good practice and experience. 

Show art from Doug Vitarelli’s pitch, which 
he debuted at the KidScreen Summit in 
New York City. Image courtesy of the artist.
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Chapter 6

The Pitch Meeting Part II: 
The Money Side 
of the Table

“I used to joke that I was renaming the pitching process ‘come 
in and tell us about your idea’ so it would sound less stressful. 
But the nature of the process is that it is stressful.”

—Linda Simensky, vice president of children’s programming, PBS

Linda Simensky and I recently enjoyed a nice lunch during which 
she told me that she wished more development executives realized that 
the creators hold the real power, despite the god-like role that the de-
velopment executive seems to play in the pitching process. In truth, the 

My friend, mentor, and fellow Beatlemaniac Linda Simensky 
(also vice president of children’s programming at PBS). 
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Television, knows executives who were previously teachers, writers, 
lawyers, or wandering backpackers (that was him). “It’s hard to break in, 
but once you get your foot in the door you need to develop a number of 
qualities: a good eye for talent, an ability to inspire, nurture, and col-
laborate with this talent, and a passion for both the creative content and 
its intended audience. Developing a project takes years so you really have 
to enjoy the process itself, not just the part where the series gets on air and 
it’s a big hit. Especially since they’re not all big hits.” 

The Juggling Game

What does a development executive do outside of the pitch room? 
No, this is not the setup to a dirty joke. You should be ashamed of 
yourself for even thinking that. Contrary to popular misconceptions, 
development executives don’t spend their days trying to find creative 
ways to avoid getting back to you with an answer on your pitch. In fact, 
taking and responding to pitches is only a small part of a development 
executive’s day-to-day job. Th is is no diff erent at PBS, where Linda 
Simensky says there is no member of the kids’ programming depart-
ment who handles only development. She continues, “We oversee all 
of kids programming, so we handle program strategy and scheduling, 
development, and current series. In addition, we work closely with other 
departments, so we are involved with interactive, marketing and brand-
ing, business aff airs, and several aspects of management at diff erent 
levels. We speak at and arrange a number of meetings each year with the 
PBS stations, as well.” 

Responsibilities to current series are oft en a natural outgrowth of 
a development executive’s role on the development of that series, and 

Teletoon’s manager of original production, Athena Georgaklis,  
who squeezed in an interview with this author during a busy 
week at the KidScreen Summit. Never underestimate the 
power of coff ee and pie!
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On paper, the mandate is a neat and tidy, creative call to arms, clearly 
asking for shows that skew toward boy or girl, older or younger, action 
or comedy, etc. Such statements are usually a result of committees in 
conference rooms and are based on marketing reports that chart fads 
and trends while trying to predict what might be popular two years from 
now. Development mandates are far from an exact science. Whatever is 
greenlighted for production today may not appear on air for another two 
years. Athena Georgaklis explains, “Since our next shows won’t hit the air 
for at least another year and a half, we’re always thinking ahead: ‘What 
will be the next trend?’ We might be more girl skewed one year and then 
we could decide, ‘Okay, that really didn’t work.’ So, we’ll add some more 
boy stuff  into the mix or skew older perhaps.”

Newer platforms, such as broadband Internet channels, are changing 
the equation and drastically cutting down the time it might take from 
greenlight to broadcast. Will this result in shows more correctly gauged to 

A still from Janet Perlman’s Cartoon Network pilot, Penguins Behind Bars, 
which ran afoul of the network’s changing development mandate upon 
completion. Th e ground oft en moves under one’s feet in this business, 
which is one more reason to reign in one’s expectations. Penguins Behind 
Bars, its logo, and all related characters and elements are trademarks of and 
© 2008 Th e Cartoon Network.
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plause meters and charting viewing habits, tastes, and viral popularity. A 
high-ranking clip on YouTube might attract a TV development executive 
to contact its creator, perhaps leading to a development deal, pilot, or 
series. Development executives are aided in their search through links 
discovered by their friends, families, colleagues, and also officially by 
production assistants and interns. Making Fiends, a series created by Amy 
Winfrey, ran first as a self-produced online series (2003–2006), before 
transforming into a Nickelodeon series that first aired in 2008. Certainly 
more examples of the same are out there and even more will follow as the 
years roll by. 

Web destinations, such as SuperDeluxe.com and AtomFilms.com 
(owned by Turner and MTV Networks, respectively), acquire existing 
short films and seek original content, which they can produce, own, and 
post on their sites. Th e parent companies ensure that this low-risk develop-
ment could spin into a TV series similar to the way that the original Beavis 
& Butt-Head and South Park independent shorts led to successful series. 

An interesting side eff ect of original development at such venues as 
Super Deluxe and Atom Films is the need for short (under three minutes), 
funny, and adult-oriented content. In this development model, contracts 
come together more quickly and more oft en, so creators may benefit from 
pitching their wares via less conventional means than the pitch bible. 
Th ese online destinations are looking for ready projects that won’t require 
lengthy periods of traditional network paper development. Megan O’Neill 
advises that would-be pitchers to Atom first create a short trailer or the first 
episode. She says, “I have funded several animated properties, including 
Aardman’s new series Pib and Pog, based on a short film. We acquired 
Pib and Pog several years ago, and when Aardman pitched a new series of 
episodes, it was easy to say yes. We already knew the characters, the quality 
of work, etc.”

Megan O’Neill, vice president, acquisitions and production, 
Atom Films. O’Neill’s former film distribution company (with 
co-founder Harold Warren), Forefront Films, represented my 
first film, Snow Business (1998).
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In the short format of online content, even an original song might 
be enough to secure a greenlight. Megan O’Neill notes that Atom Films 
pre-bought a Flash short called “I Can’t Aff ord My Gasoline,” based on the 
creator singing the song to her over the phone. “We had had success with 
several of Dominic Tocci’s other pieces, and when he sang the song to me, 
it just cracked me up.” Th is looseness is not matched in network develop-
ment. Megan O’Neill summarizes, “It’s difficult to get a show on network 
or cable TV, especially [for] young creators who may only have one or two 
shorts under their belt. While the dollars are much smaller online, you 
can have lots of creative freedom. Once we say yes to a project, you aren’t 
stuck in development hell for years. You have the ability to create the 
episodes, and once we put it up, you get quite a lot of feedback from your 
audience online. It’s a great test of the characters and storyline.”

Other Development Models

Th ere are other development models out there that may vary from network 
to network or change from year to year. For a brief period in the 1990s, 

A still from PES’s award-winning short, Game Over, which was pitched 
over the phone to Megan O’Neill at Atom Films. Creator’s chances for 
success are much greater if they are already established in the industry. 
Image courtesy of Atom Films and PES.
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Nickelodeon had a creative lab department whose only function was to de-
velop and produce unique short-form animation and live action that could 
be aired as interstitials (shorts airing among or between regular-length 
series) while at the same time providing a means to discover and develop 
new talent. If you hear of something similar currently going on, run—don’t 
walk. Th ese windows of opportunity don’t stay open very long. 

Nick Jr. is known throughout the industry for its own unique approach 
to development, mostly doing paper development based on specific as-
signments. “One year it might be a math show, or music another year. We 
reach out to familiar creators or production companies or to new creators 
whose work has inspired us,” says Nickelodeon animation president 
Brown Johnson.

In fact, Nick Jr. has two versions of creative assignments: short-form 
and long-form. Th e most recent short-form assignments were for projects 
featuring a strong father-figure theme. A two-page sheet outlined the 
creative parameters, submission format, and deadline. Th is is a fairly open 
call that includes a pretty broad base of creators, many of whom might 
be first-timers. Nick Jr. doesn’t pay for the initial pitch proposals, but if 
chosen, the creator will get to make a short or interstitial, hence the term 
short-form development. Th ese interstitials air in-between series pro-
grams and may serve as an unconventional series pilot. Brown Johnson 
points out, “Both Wonder Pets! and Ni Hao, Kai-Lan were shorts before 
going to series.” 

Nick Jr.’s long-form development begins each year with a specific 
mandate as well, as Brown Johnson explained above. Th e diff erence here 

Character art from my pitch to Nick 
Jr., tailored to the network’s short-
form development mandate. 
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is that Nick Jr. oft en acts as matchmaker, pairing experienced writers 
with seasoned animation directors, for instance. Each pair works on its 
pitch under paid contract. Once all teams submit their proposals, Nick 
Jr. chooses which may go to pilot, oft en choosing more than one project 
to move forward. Down the road, the completed pilots vie against one 
another for a series pick-up. 

Another form of development is shorts programs, such as the 
Frederator/Nickelodeon Random! Cartoons shorts program featured 
in chapter 7. Similar shorts programs exist at Cartoon Network 
(Cartoonstitute) and Th e Disney Channel (Shorty McShorts’ Shorts). 
Again, when a shorts program is initiated, run (don’t walk) to participate. 
Th ese windows close and programs fill up quickly. Frederator filled its 
thirty-nine seven-minute short slots in under one year’s time. Short 
programs tend to have their own creative agenda, which may diff er from 
their network counterparts. Be sure to find out the creative direction of 
the program you want to pitch. Th e primary goal of shorts programs is to 
make a bunch of stand-alone cartoons in hopes that something may stick. 

A major drawback of the shorts programs for networks is the great 
expense they undertake to fully execute so many pilot films at once, re-
sulting in only one or two cartoons moving forward to series. Perhaps the 
future of this model of development will live in a faster and less expensive 
form online. Frederator recently completed thirty-nine independently 
produced and funded stand-alone original Web cartoons called Th e Meth 
Minute 39, all created by animator Dan Meth. Before the films were even 

Ultra from an episode of Th e 
Meth Minute 39 (Frederator), a 
groundbreaking online series 
featuring thirty-nine stand-alone 
shorts from the mind of creator 
Dan Meth. Image courtesy of 
Frederator.
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largely depends on who you ask, although it may surprise you that none 
of the executives interviewed for this book had any trouble naming the 
frustrating flaws in development for both executives and creators alike. 
Remember, much like an animator is hired to animate to set of specific 
instructions, so is a development executive hired to work within a net-
work’s guidelines and to find and help develop shows that suit its creative 
mandate and business model. Development executives are not hired to be 
activists and turn a whole system on its ear. 

Animation artists and writers certainly have their opinions on what is 
wrong in the world of development, and have had no trouble expressing 
themselves on message boards and personal blogs. It might surprise some 
animation artists to learn that development executives are aware of the 
frustrations and complaints. All the development executives I’ve inter-
viewed wished they could give answers on pitches sooner as well as speed 
up the deal negotiation on projects they choose to develop.

Development executive Heather Kenyon surrounded by animation artists 
at a New York City pub. From left  to right: Justin Simonich, Xeth Feinberg, 
the author (moving too fast for the camera), Heather Kenyon, and Will 
Krause. Th e creator’s and the executive’s sides of the table need not be so far 
apart, especially when alcohol is involved. Photo by Richard O’Connor.
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The Godfather of the Creator-Driven Era

Once upon a time, in the not-too-distant 1980s, the TV animation 
landscape was still dominated by the Saturday morning cartoons of the 
three big networks. I was one of the little kids who shot out of bed every 
Saturday morning to watch shows that were oft en based on a line of 
toys. Don’t judge me. We didn’t have a lot of choices back then. One of 
my fondest memories is making pancakes with my dad so that they’d be 
ready in time to sit down to Filmation’s Tarzan, Lord of the Jungle series. 
My Dad, a lifelong Tarzan fan, enjoyed the cartoon even more than I 
did. Today’s mega-hits, such as South Park, Blue’s Clues, and Family Guy, 
all have ancillary merchandise, but the diff erence is that the shows now 
drive the toys. Most agree that the modern age of cartoons begins in the 
late ’80s with the release of An American Tail (1986), Who Framed Roger 
Rabbit? (1988), Disney’s return to form with Th e Little Mermaid (1989), 
and the birth of Th e Simpsons (1989).

Yet, it can be argued that the main catalyst in the emergence of the 
creator-driven cartoon era belongs to the actions of one man: Fred Seibert. 
Aft er picking the brains of several of animation’s living legends from the 
golden age of the Hollywood cartoon, Fred devised the idea to let anima-
tors loose to make pilots that would somewhat resemble the way theatrical 
shorts were created in the golden age (roughly from 1928 through the 
1940s). Fred’s first move in this direction was as a consultant in the late 

Some of my original pitch art for Tad and 
His Dad, co-created with Rich Gorey, 
which inadvertently became a great case 
study of the pitfalls in development.
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Me and Fred and a Dog Named Blue

One day in 2003, I came upon a massive, two-part interview with Fred 
Seibert conducted by Joe Strike for AWN.com. I printed it out and 
it became my companion on the subway train for the next few days. 
Some months later, the New York City chapter of Women in Animation 
presented an evening with Fred Seibert. Th ankfully, not being a woman 
proved no obstacle to my attendance at the event, and I went with a few 
friends from Nickelodeon. I was disarmed by what I saw. Fred sat on 
a cushy armchair, drinking tea and discussing his career. Recently, I’d 
had a pitch rejected by a network that didn’t want another animal show 
featuring the same animals as a show already in production. Incidentally, 
when that network show finally emerged two years later, it bombed and 
bit the dust hard. Fred seemed to speak to this network attitude, saying, 
“I don’t mind looking at your idea about a bunny even though there is 
already Bugs Bunny out there. Your bunny might be diff erent. Th ere’s 
room for more bunnies.” Listening to Fred, I began to feel like the Beatles 
might have felt at the foot of the Maharishi Mahesh Yogi. Had I found my 
development-world guru?

A nice feature of Women in Animation events is that everyone in the 
audience is asked to quickly introduce herself at the start of the evening. I 
noticed Fred perk up when I labeled myself a Blue’s Clues animation direc-
tor. When question-and-answer time arrived I tried to make a further 

Fred Seibert and the author chat before an 
ASIFA-East event celebrating Frederator’s 
original Web series, Th e Meth Minute 39, 
created by Dan Meth. Photo courtesy of 
Frederator.
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idea I had that centered around the odd-couple pairing of an owl and a 
rabbit. For this pitch, Fred invited me to his office, where I showed him 
a proposal called Owl and Rabbit Play Checkers. With this project, I took 
Fred’s advice to heart. It was all about character. Th ere was only enough 
plot to set the characters into action, and then allow the characters to 
take center stage. I felt especially cheeky because the story depicted an 
ordinary day in their lives: a date to play checkers. My feeling was, If I can 
make that work, then I’ve got something.

You Did It!

At the conclusion of this pitch, in which I’d summarized the story in less 
than two minutes, Fred’s eyebrows raised. “You did it! You did it!” he 
exclaimed. “Th is is terrific. I’m going to send it to Eric Homan in L.A. for 
him to check out.” Fred runs his company out of an office in New York 
City, but the main production leg is in Los Angeles and is overseen by 
Frederator’s vice president of development, Eric Homan. Many weeks 

A still from my new short, Owl and Rabbit Play Checkers, which evolved 
out of my pitch of the same name once my friend (and co-producer) Bob 
Charde goaded me into action. Th e film follows our previous successful 
collaboration, Good Morning (2007). Time spent developing a project is 
never time wasted, as demonstrated by Owl and Rabbit’s second life.
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In the meantime, Eric Homan e-mailed, also expressing hope that I 
would pitch Frederator. When I called back, he told me, “As we planned 
what we wanted for these thirty-nine shorts, we kept coming back to 
your short, Scout Says.” My expectations went up another notch. Not only 
was Fred pulling for me, but, now, Eric was, too! Of course, I knew my 
partners and I would still have to deliver the goods, but I never doubted 
our abilities to do that.

Around the same time, I had lunch with my friend, writer Richard 
Gorey. I mentioned the Teddy and Annie pitch and Rich asked me if 
I planned to pitch anything else. Th ere was an idea that I was kicking 
around called Tad and His Dad, about a family that runs into trouble 
when Tad misuses real magic and permanently changes his dad into a 
rabbit. Little Tad doesn’t have the skills to change him back, and hilarity 
ensues. It was just a shell of a creation, but Rich was so enthusiastic about 
it that I asked him to come on board as a co-writer and co-creator. Again, 
once we had a final script, Otis Brayboy went to work on the storyboard. 
Teddy and Annie and Tad and His Dad were ready for pitching at almost 
the same time.

My enthusiasm for pitching to Frederator soon spread to others work-
ing at Cartoon Pizza on Pinky Dinky Doo, where storyboard supervisor 
Diane Kredensor already had a deal with Frederator for one of her Nick Jr. 
children’s books. She had made it to the top three books chosen to com-
pete for one series slot, which ultimately was won by Bob Boyle’s Wow! 
Wow! Wubsy! Soon, she and her writing partner, Dana Galin (also her 

Show art for Teddy and Annie, which 
I co-created with Deborah M. Staab.
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Tad and His Dad

A week aft er Debbie and I pitched Teddy and Annie, Rich Gorey and I 
were ready to pitch Tad and His Dad. We had spent months passing script 
draft s back and forth and we were very proud of the results. Tad and 
his dad were a father and son magic act who enter a contest in hopes of 
becoming America’s next magical idols. Nine-year-old Tad was born with 
the gift  of “real” magic, but because using real magic would be cheating 
in a stage magic competition, Dad forbids Tad to use his special abilities 
in their act. Once a villainous pair of contestants shows up, sabotaging 
everyone’s acts, Tad is hard-pressed to keep his promise. What’s a magical 
boy to do?

Aft er some banter, Rich took on the main pitching duties for Tad and 
His Dad. Although Rich hadn’t presented a cartoon pitch before, he’s an 
excellent public speaker with a lot of showmanship. Instead of reading 
our exact dialogue and description, he described character motivation 
and back-story, almost acting as a narrator. I jumped in a few times, but 
realized that Rich and I had made a mistake in not rehearsing better. We 

My rough design of Seymour Spells, the 
host of the magical idol competition 
from Tad and His Dad.
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my job right away. I was furious with Frederator, disappointed in myself, 
and very determined to succeed with or without them.

Of Men and ManGoofs

You might think me odd, or a glutton for punishment, but I was inspired 
to pitch Frederator again. In my estimation, Fred and his team were 
wrong to reject our cartoon, yet in no way was my confidence shattered. 
I was grateful to Frederator for reawakening my desire to create and 
develop pitches. Before they came along, I had had no serious plans to 
pitch anything.

Climbing back in the development saddle, I thought of Dale Clowdis 
and our film Scout Says. It was the very film that Eric Homan claimed as 
an influence in their quest for thirty-nine new shorts. Since I had been the 
main writer of Scout Says, it was time for Dale to try his hand at writing. 
He draft ed a nice script based on an old premise for the pitch. We would 
continue with the characters of Scout Says: Scout the bird, Smudge the cat, 
and Osmond the worm, engaged in an unnatural and uneasy friendship. 

Post-Frederator, Otis Brayboy drew this storyboard page for my revamped 
ManGoofs pitch to Cartoon Network’s Cartoonstitute shorts program.
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upon an executive acting as a cheerleader on their behalf, as Eric did with 
Pen’s story. Fred told another story that night. “Our generous host is being 
very kind, but the truth is that sometimes we make mistakes, and in his 
case, we should have just made his first pitch into a film. All we did was 
mess it up.”

If I hadn’t been so accommodating to their notes, maybe Frederator 
would have made Tad and His Dad into a short or maybe that would have 
scuttled the deal even sooner. Only one thing is certain: I’ve learned the 
importance of adhering to a strong vision while at the same being open 
to feedback. One should not automatically address nor battle every note. 
A creator should use his singular point of view as a compass to guide 
him through all notes, big and small. My blind willingness to address six 
months of revisions on Tad and His Dad proved I didn’t fully trust my 
talents and those of my collaborators. If I couldn’t do that, how could I ex-
pect Frederator to get on board with my project? My meltdown occurred 
when I gave away my power to Fred, Eric, and Larry. How could I not 

Th e title art from Pen Ward’s wonderfully whimsical Frederator short, 
Adventure Time. Ward demonstrated a strong vision both in the pitch 
meeting and in the execution of his fi lm. Copyright 2008, Viacom 
International, Inc. All rights reserved.
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without actually producing a pilot. Until recently, the knowledge that 
options for paper development existed drove me crazy. If networks did 
extensive redevelopment on an idea once it was optioned (which is oft en 
the case), that must mean that pitches lucky enough to secure an option 
are not necessarily perfect. For a long time, I felt that this reality entitled 
me to an option.

As the years passed and I accumulated more practical experience in 
the industry, my pitches gradually improved and executives started to 
respond very positively in the pitch meetings. If their enthusiasm in the 

Mo Willems, about to draw up some 
trouble. Today, he’s best known 
for his Caldecott Honor–winning 
picture books, Don’t Let the Pigeon 
Drive the Bus! and Knuffle Bunny: 
A Cautionary Tale, but he’s also the 
winner of six Emmy awards for his 
writing on Sesame Street and his roles 
as the creator of Cartoon Network’s 
Sheep in the Big City and former head 
writer of Codename: Kids Next Door. 
“Mo” stuff  is on the way. Photo by 
Marty Umans.
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executives can be an art form in and of itself. Being an outsider to 
development success for ten years, I had a good theory based on lots of 
observation: the development process doesn’t stop once you sign a deal. 
If you’ve pitched at all, you’ve probably been given friendly notes and 
advice on your projects by development executives. Aft er signing a deal, 
it’s pretty much the same situation, only with the benefit of both parties 
having been bound into sincerity by a business relationship.

To score my first development deal, I prepared a mini pitch bible 
containing six pieces of show art; descriptions of the characters, world, 
and rules; episode synopses; and one complete pilot script. Th is pitch, 
a proposal for a preschool series, was the result of nine months of self-
development. For creators, it’s tempting to think that we’ve got it all 
mapped out, but the best pitch elements are only an appetizer to try to 
interest a buyer in your series. It behooves us to think of our pitches as 
being a draft —not the draft .

Once the network representatives and I had signed a short-form ver-
sion of the contract, a meeting was scheduled between their development 
executive and me. Th is was the development executive who had shep-
herded my project up the chain of command. Aside from me, there was 

Early pitch art for my creation Fiona Finds 
Out, which I revised over the course of 
many months as I readied the project for 
its eventual pick-up.
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Now that the rights to Fiona 
Finds Out have reverted back 
to me, I am free to re-pitch the 
project elsewhere. Here are 
some new development notes I 
jotted down aft er a fun meeting 
with Linda Simensky at PBS 
Kids. Notice how I never 
leave home without my trusty 
Beatles notebook.
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responded favorably. Th e new network development executive gave me 
some constructive feedback in hopes that I would return to re-pitch the 
property. As a lark, I decided to mention the last-ditch redevelopment 
plans I had created to try to save my original deal. Th e new development 
executive’s eyes widened upon hearing them and exclaimed, “Th at’s just 
the direction you ought to try.” It was a good reminder that no work is 
ever wasted. I might just get my show on the air yet.

The Lifeline of Work

In my last book, Your Career in Animation: How to Survive and Th rive, I 
described how working on personal projects and freelance can help you 
manage creative feedback on a full-time job, the reason being that having 
other outlets for your creativity and other means of income allows you 
to put your main job in proper perspective. Th ere is far less pain from 
taking criticism at work when your own creativity is not married to it. Th e 

Assy McGee’s self-portrait reveals his romantic side. Who says a show about 
an ass can’t be well-rounded? Assy McGee, its logo, and all related characters 
and elements are trademarks of and © 2008 Th e Cartoon Network.
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A page of Tom Warburton’s pitch for his first Cartoon Network pilot, Kenny 
and the Chimp, debuts a pack of side characters that would later become his 
hit series Codename: Kids Next Door. Codename: Kids Next Door, its logo, 
and all related characters and elements are trademarks of and © 2008 Th e 
Cartoon Network.
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of honesty at this particular shorts program. Th at said, not all creators are 
created equal, so it would be wrong to assume that everyone might have 
the clout to negotiate a higher pay rate. Each of us comes from a diff erent 
vantage point, which is why it’s a good idea to have a lawyer go over any 
pilot deal to make sure it’s as fair as possible.

One thing is certain—making a pilot oft en doesn’t pay a living wage. 
Diane Kredensor, co-creator of Call Me Bessie! for Frederator’s Random! 
Cartoons reports, “It aff orded me a living wage for about three months, 
but for the next six months I definitely picked up freelance to supplement 
my income.” Adam Peltzman created a pilot for Nick Jr., where his deal 
included a writing fee and a producing fee. Peltzman says, “Th e project 
was stretched out over a pretty long period of time, and ultimately those 
fees don’t amount to much on a weekly basis.” During the production of 
his pilot, Peltzman supplemented his income by continuing in his full-
time job as the head writer of Nick Jr.’s successful Backyardigans series. In 
contrast, Janet Perlman, creator of the Cartoon Network pilot Penguins 
Behind Bars, had a living wage built into her pilot production budget. “I 

A still from Janet Perlman’s Cartoon Network pilot, Penguins Behind Bars. 
Penguins Behind Bars, its logo, and all related characters and elements are 
trademarks of and © 2008 Th e Cartoon Network.
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running a production and being twenty-three years old. Our 
producer quit a few weeks into the production, so I ended up 
learning to be a producer.”

—Fran Krause, co-creator of Utica Cartoon and Th e Upstate Four (Cartoon 
Network)

For some creators, a pilot might be their first film. TV- or Web-based 
episodic animation directors, and some independent filmmakers, are 
naturally most ready to helm a pilot because of their ample production 
experience with storytelling, composition, pacing, and timing. Codename: 
Kids Next Door creator Tom Warburton was a first-time creator when 
he made Kenny and the Chimp, his first pilot for Cartoon Network. But 
he had already directed, animated, and designed on scores of animated 
projects and series while working for J.J. Sedelmaier Productions, Buzzco 
Associates, and Jumbo Pictures. Work on Mike Judge’s Beavis & Butt-
Head and Jim Jinkins’s Doug, as well as character designs on Sue Rose’s 
Pepper Ann, are also among his credits.

It would be a risky time for any newcomer to try out running a 
production on her first pilot. A creator with a background exclusively 
in storyboards, art direction, design, or writing should stick to that area 
of expertise in embarking on a pilot. Th is doesn’t mean that a creator 
shouldn’t shadow every other part of a pilot’s production. It’s only natural 
that a creator would be interested in following all stages of production, 
not only for increased understanding but also to off er valuable input that 
only a creator can provide.

When co-creators Diane Kredensor and Dana Galin were off ered a 
pilot for their creation Call Me Bessie!, it blasted the pair into uncharted 
waters. Galin served as the co-writer and co-producer but had no prior 

It’s not a turducken. It’s a still from Fran 
and Will Krause’s Cartoon Network pilot, 
Utica Cartoon, which was animated by 
a crew of animation cowboys including 
Jesse Schmal and Mike Overbeck. 
Utica Cartoon, its logo, and all related 
characters and elements are trademarks 
of and © 2008 Th e Cartoon Network.
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animation experience. Kredensor, having worked in animation mostly as 
a storyboard artist and supervisor, had never before created or produced a 
pilot of her own. Kredensor explains, “So, I had absolutely no idea where 
to begin or what the heck I was doing! My biggest challenge was to get 
over that I didn’t know what I was doing and just do it. Fortunately, I had 
tremendous support and guidance from Fred Seibert, Eric Homan, and 
everyone at Random! Cartoons and Frederator and Nickelodeon.”

Kredensor created her pilot’s storyboard as well as the initial designs, 
and then hired designers to finesse those designs. She continues, “We 
also hired a phenomenal director, Yvette Kaplan, whose timing is im-
peccable. During production, she actually started acting like the main 
character in our pilot. My most important role was as a creator—to carry 
our vision from A to Z and then empower an extraordinary team to do 
what they do best.”

While Kredensor brought in an outside animation director to helm 
her pilot, as a storyboard artist and designer, she was integral to the visual 
aspects of her pilot. Writer-based creators are even more dependent on 
others to help bring alive the images in the writer’s imagination. Adam 
Peltzman reports, “Because I’m a writer, the biggest challenge was figuring 
out the look of the pilot. I worked with a talented director and art direc-
tor, both of whom helped a great deal by doing countless sketches of 
backgrounds and characters, and through that process, a look slowly came 
about. I’m not someone who can see every visual detail in my head, so 
that collaborative process was key.”

A character rotation by Alex Kirwan for Call Me Bessie!, a short created by 
Diane Kredensor and Dana Galin for Frederator/Nickelodeon. Copyright 
2008, Viacom International, Inc. All rights reserved.
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from a universal truth. Besides, where does all this complaining get us? 
What do we learn from it? It would be far more constructive to focus on 
understanding how a healthy relationship between the creator and the 
network helps determine whether or not your pilot moves to series.

Adult Swim’s Lucy, Daughter of the Devil creator Loren Bouchard 
provides a positive example of collaboration between a creator and a 
network by saying that, for him, communication with the network was 
smooth and easy: “Th e stereotypical image of that relationship—conten-
tious, creatively stifling, etc.—seems way off  base to me. Even notes that 
you disagree with have creative value. At the very least, they force you to 
defend your decisions and clarify your vision. More likely, they help you 
catch mistakes and improve your show.”

As if to provide the polar opposite experience, another pilot creator 
tells me about her nightmare situation: “During our pilot’s production, 
we got a lot of notes, which we always addressed in attempts to appease 
the network executive. Because they were asking for changes all the 
way through, it showed they didn’t really get what our pilot was about. 
Th e problem was the executive [who greenlighted] our project left  the 
network, and then the development mandate changed, putting our pilot 
out of favor with the new creative direction.” All projects in development 
are similarly at risk. Th is author’s development deal similarly fizzled 
out without even a changing of the guard, executive-wise. For whatever 
reasons, my executive and her network changed their minds midstream. 

Here’s Lucy. Show art by Albert Truong for Loren Bouchard’s 
Lucy, Daughter of the Devil pitch to Adult Swim. Lucy, 
Daughter of the Devil, its logo, and all related characters and 
elements are trademarks of and © 2008 Th e Cartoon Network.
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successful voices in her pilot were the ones that were the actors’ natural 
voices.

Fran Krause and his crew of fellow animation cowboys did all the 
voices for their first pilot for Cartoon Network. “We’re not good voice ac-
tors. We can only do deadpan. It fit the mood, but for the next pilot I put 
out a casting call on Craigslist and in Backstage. Th e response was huge, 
and we wound up doing twenty-four hours of auditions. It was a blast. 
I recommend having the voice actors bring in humorous monologues, 
rather than giving them dialogue to read. Th at way, you get to hear diff er-
ent things and don’t get bored hearing the same lines over and over.”

Nickelodeon’s casting department helped Adam Peltzman set up the 
voice-over auditions for his pilot. Because he used only adult voices, he 
got to hear some of the top voice talent in the industry. Peltzman advises, 
“I think it’s important to have a solid sense of what you’re looking for and 
who your characters are—that gives the actors a better chance to come up 
with the voice you’re looking for, and for you to know that voice when you 
hear it. Th at said, don’t be too tied to any single voice in your head; you 
want to be open to surprising takes that you hadn’t considered.”

Loren Bouchard strays from the conventional wisdom, which decrees 
that you need to hold casting calls and auditions. “Walter Lantz said audi-
tions are about the director’s vanity and I tend to agree. You don’t need to 
audition anyone. Good performers know other good performers. In this 
way, they’re like bacteria—you find one and you can grow your whole cast 
from [that person]. I look in comedy clubs, and in particular, I look at 
sketch groups.” Bouchard also advises, “Once you get their voices in your 
head, good actors will make you a better writer, a better animator, and 
a better director. My advice to creators and directors is to find talented 
performers who have interesting, likable voices, and never let them go.”

Sketch comic and voice-over artist Becky Poole, who helped 
act out my final pitch to Frederator. She subsequently voiced 
pilots for Bill Plympton and Fran and Will Krause.
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they rely on a combination of informal screenings, hallway discussion, 
and internal lobbying. When my pilot for Lucy, Daughter of the Devil 
wrapped, it went through this internal process pretty quickly. Th e verdict 
was that it had promise, but they wanted to see some scripts before 
they committed to a series. So, they paid us to write six scripts. We also 
eventually recorded and produced the audio track for one of these scripts 
as a kind of second, audio-only pilot. It was based on this audio that they 
[greenlighted] the series.”

Development has oft en been described as a moving target. While 
networks have their creative mandates to guide them, the sheer length of 
time required to make a pilot sometimes means that the winds change 
before a pilot’s completion. Debra Solomon reports that by the time her 
second pilot was delivered to Cartoon Network, it was clear that a cartoon 
with a woman—rather than a young girl—was not going anywhere.

“Th e AOL Time Warner deal was going south, and while Cartoon 
Network was supportive and great,” she says, “Private Eye Princess was not 
going to be a show. And the era of shows targeted only to boys was back 
in full force.”

Th ese trends are forever in motion, so it’s a game to try to predict 
which way the wind might blow next. Who would have guessed that the 
wind would blow in the direction of an undersea cartoon about a square, 
yellow sponge? Maybe networks should leave studying the wind to the 
meteorologists.

Post-Mortem

“If I were going to do anything over again in the Lucy, Daughter 
of the Devil pilot process, I would ask for even more feedback. 
Th at’s tough to do when you’re working hard and you’re tired 

Don’t make her angry. You wouldn’t 
like her when she’s angry. A still from 
Fran and Will Krause’s second pilot for 
Cartoon Network, Th e Upstate Four. Th e 
Upstate Four, the logo and all related 
characters and elements are trademarks 
of and © 2008 Th e Cartoon Network.
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A story summary from Tom Warburton’s pitch bible for Kenny and the 
Chimp, which became the basis for the story of his first Cartoon Network 
pilot. Note the wall of text, which the creator avoided in his subsequent 
pitch bible for Codename: Kids Next Door. Kenny and the Chimp and 
Codename: Kids Next Door, their logos, and all related characters and 
elements are trademarks of and © 2008 Th e Cartoon Network.
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propriate resources of time, equipment, and supervision to complete their 
tasks within the set schedule. All work and workflow must be numbered, 
tracked, delivered to the hand that needs it next, and eventually as-
similated into an archive library for subsequent reuse. All creative notes 
and revisions coming from sources both internal and external must be 
organized and addressed.

You probably won’t be reading this chapter while poised to launch a 
first season of your own, so as a would-be creator, imagine this chapter’s 
contents as a series of “good problems and challenges to have.”

Crewing Up

Some years back, a couple of friends of mine formed their own animation 
studio, which they founded aft er landing a major client that supplied 

Art by character design supervisor Shannon Tindle for Craig McCracken’s 
Foster’s Home for Imaginary Friends, which won the artist an individual 
achievement Emmy Award for outstanding character design. Foster’s Home 
for Imaginary Friends, its logo, and all related characters and elements are 
trademarks of and © 2008 Th e Cartoon Network.
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to remark, “At this point, I wouldn’t be qualified to work in the art depart-
ment of my own show!”

Tom Warburton explained to my SVA career class that over years of 
working in the industry he made a mental list of all the people he would 
love to hire in the event that he was ever in the position to do so. “When 
Codename: Kids Next Door got greenlighted to series, I was very lucky in 
that there was a dry spell (work-wise) here in NYC. So, I got to hand-pick 
all these phenomenal artists like Gideon Kendall, Guy Moore, and Matt 
Peters. I knew them and knew their work, so I knew they’d be perfect 
for the job,” says Warburton. Other artists on his mental list were people 
he hadn’t worked with but always wanted to, such as Kim Arndt, Todd 
Myers, and Anthony Davis, all of whom he brought aboard his crew.

A still from Bob and Margaret, co-created by Alison Snowden and David 
Fine (Snowden Fine Productions and Nelvana Limited). © 2008 Nelvana, 
Ltd.
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As a pilot’s scope is expanded to a longer episodic format, there is a lot of 
new development. A good example of this is John R. Dilworth’s Courage 
the Cowardly Dog series for Cartoon Network: in the original short, Th e 
Chicken From Outer Space, the dog didn’t speak at all. “In fact, nobody 
spoke,” explains Dilworth. “In the series, I wanted to have the dog talk . . . 
and we tried it. If you see the first half of season one, Courage does a lot 
more talking than in the whole series, and it really was Cartoon Network 
that encouraged me not to have the dog talk. We limited his talking to 
screams, babbling, and whines—and it works. Th at was a great call.”

Dilworth’s story shows how the collaboration between creator and 
network is supposed to work. In the ideal situation, creators and develop-
ment executives work together on finding the right balance to create the 
best product possible. Th e executives will always have something to add, 
which is their job. “And a lot of times, they’re right and have very good 
advice on how to make an idea more marketable,” says Butch Hartman. 
However, there are some times when the development executives get 
a little too involved and try to change the idea completely. When this 
happens, Hartman advises, “Even though you don’t know everything and 
neither do they, you’ve got to do your best to stick by your original vision.”

Dilworth, like most veteran creators, can cite experiences with net-
works where things did not go smoothly. Th e real problem can be person-
ality clashes, which is why it so important for both creators and networks 
to do their best to put egos aside so they can get down to work. “I think 
it’s all ego. We don’t like to be told what to do,” says Dilworth. “We don’t 
like to have our ideas challenged. We want to be able to express ourselves.”

Sometimes, development executives will try to butt into areas outside 

Th e cowardly lion might have found a friend 
in the title character of John R. Dilworth’s 
Courage the Cowardly Dog. Courage the 
Cowardly Dog, its logo, and all related 
characters and elements are trademarks of 
and © 2008 Th e Cartoon Network.
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A couple of years later, Warburton’s Codename: Kids Next Door pilot 
came right in the middle of Cartoon Network’s move to its Burbank, 
California studio. “When my show eventually got greenlighted to series, 
Cartoon Network really wanted me to do the show at the studio in Los 
Angeles. But aft er a World War 7–like battle, I was finally allowed to do 
the show in NYC. I think what finally convinced them was [that] my wife 
designed knitwear and there wasn’t much of a sweater business out in L.A. 
(and they weren’t paying me enough to scuttle her career), [that there 
was] a lull in the business here in NYC (so I could hand-pick the best 
people I knew to work on my show), and that I was working as a director 
on Sheep in the Big City at Curious Pictures,” says Warburton. Sheep had 
just been canceled and had a really great production pipeline already in 
place, so if Warburton did it there, Cartoon Network knew they could get 
the show done on time and on budget.

On my recent job directing season two of Adult Swim’s Assy McGee 
for the Boston-based studio Clambake Animation, our biggest challenge 
was how to structure the workflow to meet the needs of a unique produc-
tion model. Like most productions, we started with scripts, storyboards, 
and animatics. But unlike other productions, the writing could change 
significantly between each stage and continue changing from there. 
Whole sections would be rewritten aft er presenting the rough cut of the 
animation, and still more might be rewritten even at the fine-cut stage. In 
truth, this always led to marked improvements in each episode. But such a 
process requires additional time and money, and this aff ects the schedule. 
By our fourth episode, we were weeks over schedule. With only so many 

Creator Tom Warburton toasts with an exotic 
beverage in a plastic cup at the 2006 Ottawa 
International Animation Festival. Photo by 
Amid Amidi.
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A sample of the author’s director sketches from an episode of Adult Swim’s 
Assy McGee. Assy McGee, its logo, and all related characters and elements 
are trademarks of and © 2008 Th e Cartoon Network.
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In Leslie Iwerks’s documentary Th e Pixar Story, the studio explained 
that one of the secrets to its creativity is to encourage “unplanned col-
laboration.” Th is is yet another benefit of in-house production because 
animation artists or technicians might arrive at the solution to a problem 
through spontaneous interaction and teamwork.

I was recently part of a newer production model in which the crew 
was an equal combination of onsite and off site workers. With his business 
partners Andre Lyman and Carrie Snyder, Carl W. Adams opened an 
animation studio, Clambake Animation, to tackle the second season of 
Assy McGee. He was in need of an animation director, so Adams met with 
me for lunch in New York City so we could sniff  each other out as poten-
tial collaborators. I had just bought an apartment in Brooklyn and was 
not looking to move to the Boston area (where Clambake is located). In 
the past, and under normal circumstances, this would be a deal-breaker, 
but with modern technology, I was able to propose an arrangement to 
Clambake that would be mutually beneficial.

David J. Palmer with animators Trevor Woolley and Keelmy Carlo, showing 
just how competitive Blue’s Clues’ shot of the week became. Or maybe this 
photo was taken on Halloween. Who’s to say? Photo from the author’s 
collection.
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thing to look or move or sound, I’m going to push for it,” says Publick. “If 
I don’t know what I want, that’s where the artists get to be creative. And as 
with any good, new thing coming into the project, it gets assimilated and 
informs the next thing aft er it—it inspires you.”

Th e final responsibilities of the creator are to provide leadership, 
encouragement, and inspiration. Mistakes are allowed, even on the 
creator’s level of responsibility. Not learning from mistakes, however, 
can result in loss of employees, a series cancellation, and even long-term 
damage to the creator’s reputation, which could block further successes. A 
creator should facilitate solutions, bridge any communication gaps among 
the team members, and, most importantly, help build a process without 
obstacles or bottlenecks.

Th e creator also needs to avoid being an obstacle. For some, this 
means learning to put ego aside. Th is can be tougher than it might sound. 
A large ego might be a key reason why the creator got where she is today. 

A poster heralding ASIFA-East’s evening with the makers of Adult 
Swim’s Th e Venture Bros., which included panelists Liz Artinian, Stephen 
DeStefano, Jackson Publick, and Doc Hammer. Organizations such as 
ASIFA-East off er introductions to some of today’s top talent. Th e Venture 
Bros., its logo, and all related characters and elements are trademarks of and 
© 2008 Th e Cartoon Network.
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the world of independent animation sometimes invoke the ire of others 
who frown upon this as “selling out.” Th ese prolific indie filmmakers 
make it a point to create a new independent film nearly every year. Th en 
they expend just as much energy traveling to film festivals around the 
world, where they compete for awards on the world stage. At the film 
festivals, they also mingle with other filmmakers and meet potential 
distributors and agents. Each film and festival trip is another salvo of 
self-promotion and helps ensure that these filmmakers land lucrative 
commercial accounts that in turn help pay for their next films.

Self-promotion is a key survival skill for all animation artists, not just 
the superstars of the independent scene, and it need not be or appear 
seedy or undignified. Unfortunately, there are people who reinforce the 
worst attributes of self-promotion. One producer has accurately described 
another studio operator as the type of person who would display a fake 
Emmy on the mantel. Th is same operator includes a misleading biography 
in his press materials, which claims him as the “creative force” behind 
another creator’s hit series when, in fact, in his role as producer, he made 

A still from Bill Plympton’s Oscar-nominated Guard Dog. Th e filmmaker 
is also a master of self-promotion, which can be a key survival skill in this 
business. Image courtesy of the artist.
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encountering Willems’s very successful line of children’s books, which 
have brought him a level of success far beyond even his acclaimed work 
in animation. Oddly enough, Willems’s success in children’s books has led 
him back to animation, as Scholastic/Weston Woods has been adapting 
the author’s books into animated films, with Willems functioning as his 
own producer. Th e first two of these films, Knuffle Bunny: A Cautionary 
Tale and Leonardo the Terrible Monster have already begun to cut an 
impressive trail through film festivals worldwide. Willems’s friend and 
colleague Tom Warburton has followed up his impressive six-season run 
of Cartoon Network’s Codename: Kids Next Door with his own children’s 
book deal.

Th ere’s no doubt that previous success will open doors for us, even if 
we seek to put our energies toward areas other than animation pitching 
and development. I recently read an interview in Bust magazine with Juno 
screenwriter Diablo Cody, in which she outlined her upcoming slate of 
projects. It was truly an impressive example of success breeding success. 
Striking while the iron is hot, Cody was working under contract to write 
several movies and TV series simultaneously, showing that one way to 
extend success is through sheer productivity.

Th e challenge of following up a successful animated series is the 
ultimate example of a “good problem to have,” and may it be yours to 
solve soon enough.

Mo Willems’s Leonardo the 
Terrible Monster, now a 
best-selling book as well as 
an award-winning animated 
film directed by Pete List. 
Image from the book Leonardo 
the Terrible Monster by Mo 
Willems. © 2005. All rights 
reserved.
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Aft er ten years of pitching without so-called success, it’s a natural 
thing to take stock of one’s journey. A natural place I keep coming back to 
is a quote from independent animator Patrick Smith used earlier in this 
book: “I see many talented artists working very hard pitching shows all 
the time. If they funneled that kind of energy toward making a film, they 
might have a little something more to show for it.”

I don’t have to wonder what I had to show for the energy I expended 
on pitches. As of 2004, my pitches had started to produce a diff erent kind 
of success, albeit one that didn’t end directly in a development deal, pilot, 
or series. Th at was the year Fred Seibert and his Frederator partner Eric 
Homan began to dangle a series of carrots in front of my face, helping 
to rekindle my interest developing cartoon pitches. A test pitch-film I 
made that same year, with animator Dale Clowdis, didn’t secure a TV 

A storyboard page from Jerry Beck’s short, Hornswiggle (Random! 
Cartoons), drawn by Tom Sito. Copyright 2008, Viacom International, 
Inc. All rights reserved.
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deal, but instead helped score me a great job directing on Jim Jinkins’s 
preschool series Pinky Dinky Doo. Rounding out that year, a fluke book 
pitch to Allworth Press resulted in the greenlight to author my first book, 
Your Career in Animation: How to Survive and Th rive. Here was a pitch 
that scored a direct hit the first time out. Th is unexpected success helped 
level off  my disappointment when a yearlong round of invited pitching at 
Frederator didn’t produce fruit.

A short time later, I began to pitch the stockpile of projects I’d 
developed for Frederator. One of those pitches brought me back to 
Nickelodeon, where I was spontaneously pulled into a meeting by produc-
ers Claire Curley, Wendy Harris, and Marcy Pritchard and off ered a job 
as the supervising animation director of the second season of Nick Jr.’s 
Blue’s Clues spin-off  series Blue’s Room. In the same year, a slew of pitches 
via e-mail and conference calls to the National Geographic Channel Kids 
Entertainment division served as an introduction that capped off  with a 
job to direct a pilot for them three years later, which was followed by a 
subsequent off er to help write/develop another series.

In 2007, friendships made via years of pitching (and bonding over 
the Beatles) with development executive friends Linda Simensky and 
Khaki Jones helped lead to my next job: directing season two of Cartoon 
Network’s Adult Swim series Assy McGee. Th e adult-oriented series was a 
creative shot in the arm that resulted in the formation of my first original 
pitch for the same audience (I’m only now just beginning to shop it 
around).

Th e same week I accepted the job on Assy McGee, Allworth Press 
greenlighted my second book proposal, starting me on the path to 
write the book you hold in your hands. Best of all, in an astounding 
three-pieces-of-good-news-in-the-same-week scenario, my latest pitch 
proposal, aft er being rejected by at least five networks, scored a develop-

Tara Sorensen, vice president of development, National 
Geographic Kids Entertainment. A couple of years aft er I first 
pitched to Sorensen and her department, they engaged me to 
direct a pilot for a new series. It’s rewarding that even when 
pitching doesn’t end in a greenlight, it can still turn into the 
beginning of mutually beneficial relationship.
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be brutally honest with them: You won’t. Not now, at least. A 
network isn’t going to give a kid with no experience a couple 
million bucks to make a show. Craig McCracken once told me 
that you had to work on someone else’s show before you can 
have your own, and he was 2,000 percent dead-on. Graduate 
from school first and then go get a job on a show (I know . . . 
easier said than done). Start at the bottom and pay attention to 
every facet of production. Work your way up so when (and if) 
you do get your own show you know what you’re talking about. 
You can’t lead a team if you don’t know how a production is 
run. Th at’s not to say that a student shouldn’t pitch his show 
idea. Go for it and learn from the experience. Maybe you’ll 
even get to make a short. Just don’t expect to be handed a 
series right out of school.”

—Tom Warburton, creator, Codename: Kids Next Door (Cartoon Network)

Tom Warburton monkeys around with a fun page of poses for Kenny and 
the Chimp, his first pilot for Cartoon Network. Kenny and the Chimp, its 
logo, and all related characters and elements are trademarks of and © 2008 
Th e Cartoon Network.
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“I watch a lot of TV, and I’m a really easy audience, I basically 
can watch almost anything and like something about it (even 
if it’s just enjoying how bad it is). From that, I might end up 
getting inspired or hooked on something that I see or inspired 
by watching actors and comedians that I really like. Sometimes 
it’s easier to maybe write something with them in mind 
regardless [of whether] I end up using them or not. But I think 
it helps me by knowing what each network is about and it also 
just gives me ideas (or inspiration). At the same time it’s too 
daunting to think of an idea being a series on TV. So I usually 
like to just think in terms of a little short that I think is funny 
or interesting.”

—Carl W. Adams, co-creator, Assy McGee (Adult Swim, Cartoon Network)

“Open any issue of KidScreen magazine and you will no doubt 
be bombarded by the visual assault of half-baked and poorly 

A still from Bronk & Bongo (Random! Cartoons), co-created by Manny 
Galan and Alan Goodman. Copyright 2008, Viacom International, Inc. 
All rights reserved.
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parts of my creative life, but they do not represent the most important 
aspects of my life. Who knows what the future holds, but one thing is 
certain: when I reach old age, I’ll be able to say that I went aft er my dream. 
(Although by then, I might have a new dream—like having a full set of 
teeth.)

A tender moment from my film, Good Morning, which helped me 
reconnect with my muse shortly aft er the loss of my mother.
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